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Expressed Rice Genes Functionally
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WBPH in RILs Derived from a Cross
between RP2068 and TN1
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Abstract

Background: Rice is staple food for over two billion people. Planthoppers like BPH and WBPH occur together in
most of rice growing regions across Asia and cause extensive yield loss by feeding and transmission of disease-
causing viruses. Chemical control of the pest is expensive and ecologically disastrous; breeding resistant varieties is
an acceptable option. But most of such efforts are focused on BPH with an assumption that these varieties will also
be effective against WBPH. No critical studies are available to understand rice resistance, common or otherwise,
against these two planthoppers.

Results: Our studies aimed to understand the defense mechanisms in rice line RP2068 against BPH and WBPH
through RNA sequencing analysis of a RIL line TR3RR derived from the cross TN1 (susceptible) and RP2068
(resistant) after infestation with BPH or WBPH. Results revealed higher number of differentially expressed genes
(DEGs) in BPH infested plants than in WBPH infested plants when compared with the uninfested plants. These DEGs
could be grouped into UPUP, DNDN, UPDN and DNUP groups based on whether the DEGs were up (UP) or down
(DN) regulated against BPH and WBPH, respectively. Gene ontology analysis, specially of members of the last two
groups, revealed differences in plant response to the two planthoppers. Abundance of miRNAs and detection of
their target genes also indicated that separate sets of genes were suppressed or induced against BPH and WBPH.
These results were validated through the analysis of expression of 27 genes through semi-quantitative and
quantitative real-time RT-PCR using a set of five RILs that were genetically identical but with different reaction
against the two planthoppers. Coupled with data obtained through pathway analysis involving these 27 genes,
expression studies revealed common and differential response of rice RP2068 against BPH and WBPH. Trehalose
biosynthesis, proline transport, methylation were key pathways commonly upregulated; glucosinolate biosynthesis,
response to oxidative stress, proteolysis, cytokinesis pathways were commonly down regulated; photosynthesis,
regulation of transcription, expression and transport of peptides and defense related pathways were exclusively
upregulated against WBPH; MYB transcription factor mediated defense induction was exclusive to BPH.
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Conclusion: Rice defense against the two sympatric planthoppers: BPH and WBPH has distinct features in RP2068.
Hence, a conscious combination of resistance to these two pests is essential for effective field management.

Keywords: Rice planthoppers, Sympatric pests, miRNA, Nilaparvata lugens, Sogatella furcifera, RNA seq analysis,
Differential expression of genes, Plant resistance, Insect-plant interactions

Background
Rice (Oryza sativa L.) is one of the most important
staple food crops of the world. Significant amount of the
rice production is lost annually due to biotic stresses, of
which about 25% is attributed to the insect pests (Savary
et al. 2000). Planthoppers, such as brown planthopper
(BPH) [Nilaparvata lugens (Stål)] and whitebacked
planthopper (WBPH) [Sogatella furcifera (Horváth)]
have again attained peak pest status in Asia since the be-
ginning of this century (Bentur and Viraktamath 2008;
Bottrell and Schoenly 2012). These insect pests inflict
losses not only by direct sap sucking from rice but also
by acting as vectors of disease-causing plant viruses
(Zhou et al. 2008). Currently, these pests are being man-
aged by the farmers largely through heavy use of envir-
onmentally harmful synthetic insecticides (Heong and
Hardy 2009). However, breeding rice varieties resistant
to these pests would be an environmentally safe and eco-
logically acceptable alternative approach to manage
these pests (Brar et al. 2009).
Studies were initiated during 1960s to identify,

characterize and utilize rice land races with resistance to
BPH and WBPH (Pathak et al. 1969; IRRI 1979; Hein-
richs et al. 1985). So far about 40 major genes and 72
QTLs conferring resistance to BPH and 19 major genes
and 75 QTLs conferring resistance to WBPH have been
reported from cultivated rice and its wild relatives (Fujita
et al. 2013, Ling and Weilin 2016; Du et al. 2020; Haliru
et al. 2020). Using some of these genes or combinations
thereof, several rice varieties possessing BPH resistance
have been developed and released for cultivation since
1980s (Khush and Brar 1991; Brar et al. 2009). With ad-
vent of molecular marker technology almost all the BPH
R genes have been mapped with linked markers (Du
et al. 2020, Haliru et al. 2020). It has been observed that
30 R genes are located in six clusters on four chromo-
somes i.e. 3, 4, 6 and 12. The cluster on chromosome 12
is reported to be the most dense with 8 genes located
within a 5MB region (Du et al. 2020). So far, 14 of these
R genes have been cloned through map-based approach
(Zhao et al. 2016; Guo et al. 2018). Through sequencing
of R genes from different reported sources, Zhao et al.
(2016) reported Bph9, Bph1, bph7, Bph10 and Bph21 to
be different alleles of the same gene. Characterization of
these cloned R genes suggested 10 of the genes to belong
to NBS-LRR family of resistance genes while two (Bph3

and Bph15) represented lectin receptor kinases; bph29
has a B3 DNA binding domain and Bph32 is novel with
an unknown SCR domain (Du et al. 2020). Thus, a fair
degree of diversity, in terms of functional domains, is
represented by the different BPH R genes and conse-
quently in their mode of action. This information
coupled with availability of linked molecular markers for
many BPH R genes (Hu et al. 2016) has led to a spurt in
molecular breeding aimed at pyramiding BPH R genes
to provide durable resistance (Liu et al. 2015; Wang
et al. 2015; Fan et al. 2017; Wang et al. 2018; Han et al.
2018; Jiang et al. 2018). In contrast, less intense work is
reported on WBPH resistance genes. Of the 12 major
WBPH resistance genes reported, two being introgressed
from the wild rice - Oryza officinalis, nine gene have
been mapped with linked markers (Ramesh et al. 2014;
Du et al. 2020). However, none of the genes has been
cloned and characterized.
BPH and WBPH are sympatric species occurring to-

gether in almost all rice ecologies (Horgan et al. 2020).
Both are phloem feeders and transmit rice viruses. While
BPH is reported to transmit rice ragged stunt virus and
grassy stunt virus, WBPH has been reported to transmit
southern rice black streaked dwarf virus (Pu et al. 2012).
Both are capable of long-distance migration (Otuka et al.
2008). Phenologically, WBPH colonizes the crop early
during vegetative stage while BPH appears at late active
tillering stage. Interspecific competition generally results
in dominance of BPH as the crop grows. While BPH is
monophagous confined to rice (Oryza), having shifted its
host from Leersia about 0.25 million years ago (Jones
et al. 1996; Sezer and Butlin 1998), WBPH is oligopha-
gous capable of feeding and surviving on plants from
several genera of the family Poaceae (Zhou et al. 2013).
Genomes of both insects have been sequenced (Xue
et al. 2014; Wang et al. 2017) and of the two, BPH is re-
ported to possess a larger genome (1141MB) and the
size of the WBPH genome has been estimated to be 720
MB. Despite apparent similarities between these two
planthoppers, host-plant resistance is not common
across these. It has been reported that BPH R genes re-
ported thus far are not effective against WBPH, though
Bph3 (Liu et al. 2015) and Bph6 (Guo et al. 2018) have
been claimed to be effective against WBPH also. Further,
several land races and breeding lines have been reported
to be resistant to both BPH and WBPH (Heinrichs et al.
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1985; Bentur et al. 2011). Genetic analyses of some of
these land races and breeding lines e.g. Sinna Sivappu
(Ramesh et al. 2014) and ADR52 (Srinivasan et al. 2015)
indicate that loci conferring resistance to BPH in these
donor parents are different from those responsible for
WBPH resistance. From the point of view of pest man-
agement, cultivating rice varieties resistant to BPH alone
may prove disastrous as WBPH, in the absence of BPH,
could fill in the vacuum and pose a more severe threat
than what it would in the concomitant presence of BPH
(Bottrell and Schoenly 2012). Therefore, from a scientific
standpoint, it is important to ascertain how defense
pathways that operate against BPH are different from
those operating against WBPH.
Omics tools have been successfully employed to inves-

tigate molecular pathways triggered or suppressed in rice
genotypes when challenged by BPH. Zhang et al. (2004)
studied expression profiles of a limited number of
defense genes in a susceptible (MH63) and a resistant
(B5) rice lines following BPH infestation and observed
that genes related to signaling pathways, oxidative
stress/apoptosis, wound-response, drought-inducible and
pathogen-related proteins were up-regulated in the re-
sistant genotype. Similarly, employing suppressive sub-
traction hybridization (SSH) tools, Yuan et al. (2005)
identified 25 differentially accumulated cDNAs of genes
representing several functional categories such as cell
wall proteins, protein folding and degradation, protein–
protein interactions and/or signal transduction, lipid me-
tabolism, stress response, and transport facilitation in a
BPH susceptible cultivar Minghui63 at 32 h after infest-
ation. Again, using an SSH approach, Wang et al. (2005),
also identified 21 differentially expressed genes related
to wound and stress tolerance in B5. Wang et al. (2012)
employed microarray analysis to demonstrate differential
expression of transcription factor (TF) genes in the re-
sistant rice landrace Rathu Heenati and the susceptible
TN1 at 24 h upon infestation with BPH. They identified
13 TF genes induced in the resistant cultivar. Li et al.
(2017) also studied BPH resistance in Rathu Heenati
through microarray analysis and concluded that salicylic
acid plays a key role in the resistance process. Recent
studies have focused on the role of miRNAs in confer-
ring BPH resistance in rice (Wu et al. 2017; Ge et al.
2018; Dai et al. 2019). Using an approach combining
both microRNA and transcriptome analyses Tan et al.
(2020) identified 29 key miRNAs and 20 candidate genes
regulating Bph6-mediated resistance in a transgenic rice
line. Wei et al. (2009) adopted a proteomics approach to
understand BPH resistance in a rice line with Bph15
gene and concluded that it has a different defense mech-
anism which involves Gns5 and the glycine cleavage
system H-protein. Kang et al. (2019) studied the metab-
olite profiles in three rice varieties TN1, IR36 and IR56

following feeding by BPH to get an understanding of the
metabolic mechanism of rice resistance. The only report,
thus far, on global expression profiling of resistance
pathway genes in rice against WBPH identified four key
genes, located on chromosome 6, to be involved in ovi-
cidal response of the rice variety CJ06 to WBPH infest-
ation (Yang et al. 2014). Li et al. (2020) made a
comparative transcriptome analysis of defense response
of rice to BPH and striped stem borer infestation. How-
ever, to the best of our knowledge, no study has been re-
ported that aims to understand differential resistance
mechanism in genetically related rice genotypes against
BPH and WBPH through expression profiling. In this
study, we used F14 RILs derived from a cross between
the rice breeding line RP2068-18-3-5 (RP2068; resistant
to both BPH and WBPH), and TN1 (susceptible to both
the planthoppers). Using an RNA-seq approach, specific
transcripts displaying differential induction were identi-
fied in the RILs and subsequently, gene expression of 27
selected target genes was validated to understand and
obtain useful insights into the molecular process of rice
resistance against two of its major pests i.e. BPH and
WBPH. The results of the current study indicated that
rice defense against WBPH is of lower order with em-
phasis on tolerance as against BPH where the emphasis
is on antibiosis.

Results
Performance of RILs against BPH and WBPH
All the 180 RILs were subjected to four phenotypic tests
against BPH and WBPH, separately. In each of the tests,
RILs could be grouped into RR with resistance to both
the planthoppers; RS with resistance to BPH only; SR
with resistance to WBPH only and SS with no resistance
against both the planthoppers (Table 1). Thus, resistance
in RP2068 against BPH was independent of resistance
against WBPH. Under standard seedbox screening test
(SSST) nine RILs displayed RR reaction; 16 were RS; 28
were SR and the remaining were SS. While resistance to
BPH among RILs segregated in 25R:155S suggesting
possible involvement of three genes (χ2 = 0.343; P =
0.558), resistance to WBPH among RILs segregated in
37R:143S suggesting two gene involvement (χ2 = 1.896;
P = 0.168). Other phenotypic tests such as nymphal sur-
vival (antibiosis component of resistance), days to wilt
(tolerance component) and nymphal preference (antixe-
nosis component) also revealed similar trend of segrega-
tion of resistance among RILs against BPH and WBPH.
Based on the overall performance (Fig. 1) and in all the
four phenotypic tests (Fig. 2), five RILs: TR3RR,
TR94RR, TR145RS, TR152SR and TR24SS were selected
for the further studies. These selected RILs had a genetic
similarity ranging from 44 to 84% based on screening re-
sults involving 137 molecular markers polymorphic
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between the parents (Supplementary Table S1). Further,
based on marker polymorphism in respect of the two
linked markers RM488 and RM11522 (Naik et al. 2018),
four of the five RILs: TR3RR, TR94RR, TR145RS and
TR152SR are likely to carry Bph33 gene.

RNA-Sequencing
RNA-seq data generated from the RIL TR3RR, an indi-
vidual line representing F14 generation of a mapping
population derived from a cross between TN1
and RP2068, produced 272 million raw reads from nine
samples (Supplementary Table S2). Between 22 and 41
million raw reads were generated from individual sam-
ples. High quality clean reads of leaf sheath tissue sam-
ples were mapped to the reference genome of O. sativa
indica (Oryza sativa indica; ASM465 build genome
downloaded from the Ensembl Plants database) and the
gene expression level was estimated. The variability
among the biological replicates indicated R2 value to be

0.759 for BPH, 0.785 for WBPH and when both BPH
and WBPH data were pooled R2 was 0.345 (Supplemen-
tary Fig. S1 A, B, C), indicating slight variability within
the biological replicates for BPH and WBPH and moder-
ate variability among the pooled data.
A higher number of differentially expressed tran-

scripts/genes (DEGs) was observed in the BPH infested
plant tissue in comparison with the uninfested plant tis-
sue than in the WBPH infested plant tissue in compari-
son with the uninfested plant tissue (BPH = 9361 vs
WBPH = 8498). Among these, 3821 transcripts showed
upregulation while 5540 showed downregulation against
BPH in comparison with uninfested control tissue sam-
ples (Supplementary Data File No. 1). In the case of
WBPH, 4096 transcripts showed upregulation and 4402
transcripts showed down regulation in comparison with
uninfested control tissue samples (Supplementary Data
File No. 2). These data when taken together (Fig. 3), a
total of 1560 DEGs were found to be common among

Table 1 Segregation of different traits of resistance against BPH and WBPH among RILs derived from the cross between TN1 X
RP2068 observed in different phenotyping tests under greenhouse conditions

Test Number of RILs under group

RRa RS SR SS

Damage score (DS) in standard seedbox screening test (SSST) 9 16 28 127

Nymphal survival (%, NS) 8 22 33 117

Days to wilt (DW) 13 14 49 104

Nymphal preference at 24 h (%, NP24) 8 38 29 105

Nymphal preference at 48 h (%, NP48) 13 30 38 99

Threshold values for R in DS: ≤ 3.0 (BPH), ≤ 4.0 (WBPH); NS ≤ 60.0%; DW ≥ 10.0; NP ≤ 10%
aRR- resistant to both BPH & WBPH; RS- resistant to BPH only; SR- resistant to WBPH only; SS - susceptible to both BPH and WBPH

Fig. 1 Performance of RILs derived from a cross between TN1 and RP2068-18-3-5 against BPH and WBPH in standard seedbox screening test in
the greenhouse. RILs in the trays from L to R are TN1(S parent), TR24SS, TR152SR, TR173SR, TR94RR, RP2068 (R parent), TR3RR, TR145RS, TR21RS,
TR7SS, TN1 (S parent). Left tray was exposed to BPH while right tray was exposed to WBPH
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Fig. 2 Performance of five selected RILs and the parents in four phenoptyping tests against BPH and WBPH. Bars indicate mean ± SEM; means
with same letter (in same color) are not significantly different (paired ‘t’ test, P < 0.05). Rice lines are mentioned on the X-axis. Damage scores are
indicated on the Y-axis

Fig. 3 Venn diagram depicting differentially expressed transcripts in TR3RR RIL when challenged with either BPH or WBPH. Transcripts
upregulated (UP) and downregulated (DN) upon BPH (BPH) or WBPH (WBPH) challenge are indicated. Number of transcripts in each group
showing < 2- or > 2-fold increase in expression are indicated
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those upregulated (UPUP) against both the planthoppers
and 2308 DEGs were commonly downregulated
(DNDN). In all, 274 DEGs were upregulated against
BPH while being downregulated against WBPH (UPDN).
Conversely, 697 genes were downregulated against BPH
but upregulated against WBPH (DNUP). Further, among
the 1560 UPUP transcripts, 323 had more than two-fold
induction while 5 DEGs had more than five-fold increase
in transcript abundance against both the planthoppers.
Likewise, 1492 of the DEGs among DNDN set displayed
≥ two-fold decrease in expression levels, while nine

DEGs had ≥ eight-fold decrease. From the UPDN set, 56
transcripts showed ≥2-fold change in expression values.
Of these, three transcripts showed 4-fold induction
values. In the DNUP set, 228 transcripts had 2-fold
change in values while six of these registered ≥5-fold
change values. Some of the transcripts showing signifi-
cant change in expression levels were traced back to
known genes and their reported function (Table 2)
which, subsequently, formed the basis for selection of
genes for validation study using qRT-PCR. Significantly,
several of the transcripts represented the smaller subunit

Table 2 List of differentially expressed key genes selecteda for validation using qRT-PCR

S.
No

Transcript ID Locus ID Gene name/function Change in expression
(X fold)

BPH WBPH

UPUP

1 BGIOSGA011927 LOC_Os03g06850 B3 DNA binding domain 3.26 3.97

2 BGIOSGA005805 LOC_Os02g46640 HSP DnaJ protein 2.39 2.83

3 BGIOSGA014560 LOC_Os04g47190 Aminotransferase domain 2.26 2.87

4 BGIOSGA012548 LOC_Os03g21110 emp24/gp25L/p24 2.02 2.88

5 BGIOSGA011316 LOC_Os03g08800 CutA, chloroplast precursor 2.58 3.50

6 BGIOSGA023418 LOC_Os06g45090 Expressed protein 2.91 4.17

7 BGIOSGA018591 LOC_Os05g12170 Plant-specific domain TIGR01589 2.41 2.20

8 BGIOSGA030199 LOC_Os09g04160 Expressed protein 2.26 2.70

DNDN

9 BGIOSGA025818 LOC_Os07g33440.1 Cytochrome P450, putative, −6.77 −6.31

10 BGIOSGA002685 LOC_Os01g03530 Multicopper oxidase domain −5.59 −3.32

11 BGIOSGA025088 LOC_Os07g03710.1 SCP-like extracellular protein −5.46 −5.40

12 BGIOSGA000957 LOC_Os01g50420.1 F STE_MEKK_ste11_MAP3K.7 - STE kinases −4.82 −3.13

13 BGIOSGA005235 LOC_Os01g73250 Abscisic acid stress and ripening −4.05 −6.88

14 BGIOSGA001631 LOC_Os01g27210 Glutathione s transferase −3.96 −2.76

15 BGIOSGA005232 LOC_Os01g73200 Peroxidase precursor −3.61 −4.53

16 BGIOSGA029543 LOC_Os09g31430.1 Os9bglu30 - beta-glucosidase −2.76 −8.60

UPDN

17 BGIOSGA013307 LOC_Os03g47140 Growth regulatory factor 2.24 −3.67

18 BGIOSGA013363 LOC_Os03g48490 Centromere protein 2.47 −4.67

19 BGIOSGA036408 LOC_Os12g13570.1 MYB family transcription factor 2.64 −2.92

DNUP

20 BGIOSGA004899 LOC_Os01g65210 Proton-dependent oligopeptide transport, putative −3.38 2.38

21 BGIOSGA021302 LOC_Os06g23274 Zinc finger, C3HC4, domain −3.89 2.39

22 BGIOSGA040594 LOC_Os10g01044 Isoflavone reductase, putative −2.66 2.79

23 BGIOSGA014339 LOC_Os04g52700 Expressed protein −3.51 3.34

24 BGIOSGA040670 LOC_Os05g18470 CRAL/TRIO domain −2.41 2.36

25 BGIOSGA002552 LOC_Os01g01650.1 Isoflavone reductase like, putative −2.10 3.16

26 BGIOSGA016833 LOC_Os04g45370.1 OsSAUR19 Auxin-responsive SAUR −3.93 4.35

27 BGIOSGA034582 LOC_Os11g03440.1 MYB-like DNA-binding domain −2.06 5.27
aSelection based on RNAseq data obtained for TR3RR when challenged with either BPH or WBPH
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of rRNA of endophytic bacterial flora. More studies are
planned to note role of endophytic bacterial flora in
planthopper-rice interactions.

Gene Ontology-Based Functional Annotation
Gene Ontology (GO) enrichment was performed for all
the DEGs in leaf sheath tissues of TR3RR plants when
challenged by either BPH or WBPH. The DEGs were
first grouped into UPUP, DNDN, UPDN and DNUP cat-
egories based on their expression (whether up or down
regulated) against infestation by BPH or WBPH. The
DEGs were further categorized into three major categor-
ies viz. biological process (BP), cellular component (CC)
and molecular function (MF). However, several of the
DEGs were annotated in two or all the three categories.
Among the DEGs classified under biological process, 16
clusters were represented in both UPUP and DNDN
groups; 6 clusters were exclusive to UPUP while 14 clus-
ters were represented only in DNDN group (Fig. 4a, b,
c). While 12 clusters belonged to the UPDN group, only
three were in DNUP group (Fig. 4d, e). There were a
higher number of transcripts commonly down regulated
compared with the number of commonly upregulated
transcript in several of the clusters except under the
broad biological process cluster category. Though 12
clusters belonging to the UPDN group related to cell
cycle, regulation of cell cycle related biological processes
category, these transcripts were observed to be of low
abundance. The three clusters under DNUP group were
related to photosynthesis and primary metabolism.
Under cellular component, 14 clusters of transcripts
were common under UPUP and DNDN group (Fig. 5a).
Five of these were exclusively upregulated against both
the planthoppers, while six of clusters were exclusively
down-regulated (Fig. 5b, c). Nine of the clusters

categorized under the UPDN group were cell division-
associated while five of the clusters under DNUP were
associated with chloroplast and photosystem II (Fig. 5d,
e). Under the molecular function category also (Fig. 6),
more number of the transcripts were down regulated in
11 of the 17 of the clusters represented in both UPUP
and DNDN groups (Fig. 6a). Of this category, 10 and 4
clusters were exclusive to UPUP and DNDN groups, re-
spectively (Fig. 6b, c). Six clusters were in UPDN and
three in DNUP groups. Genes in clusters relating to per-
oxidase, peptidase and transporter activity were down
regulated against both BPH and WBPH. In contrast,
genes pertaining to DNA helicase, ATPase, serine threo-
nine kinase, and microtubular motor activities were up-
regulated against BPH but down-regulated against
WBPH, and structural constituents of ribosome, calcium
ion binding and electron carrier activity related genes
were down-regulated against BPH but upregulated
against WBPH. Structural constituents of ribosomes
mostly represented the SSU-rRNA of endophytic bacter-
ial genomes. As observed for the other two GO categor-
ies, unique transcripts associated with either of the
planthopper’s challenge were low in abundance.

Identification of miRNA Profiles
To identify the miRNAs, present in the RNA-seq data,
all the transcript sequences in the size range of 20 to 24
nt were blasted against the miRbase. In all, 180,887
transcripts could be aligned with known rice miRNAs
representing 713 families. Based on relative abundance
of miRNA transcripts in plants subjected to infestation
with either BPH or WBPH, 27 miRNAs were short-
listed. These have been recognized to have 121 target
genes. Of these, expression of 37 genes was observed to
be modulated in the plants following planthopper

Fig. 4 Abundance of transcripts of pathways under biological processes in differential expression groups in TR3RR plants infested with either BPH
or WBPH. UPUP – upregulated against both BPH and WBPH; DNDN – down regulated against both BPH and WBPH; UPDN- upregulated against
BPH but down regulated against WBPH; DNUP – down regulated against BPH but upregulated against WBPH
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feeding and these were identified to be modulated by 14
miRNAs (Table 3). Of the 37 genes targeted by 14 miR-
NAs (Supplementary Table S6), five genes were observed
to have ≥2-fold higher expression against BPH with no
change in expression level against WBPH. Two of these
genes are associated with regulation of DNA replication
and proteasome assembly. One of the genes
(BGIOSGA006222 - LOC_Os02g35900 - thioredoxin,
putative) displayed > 2-fold down-regulation against
BPH with no change against WBPH. On the other hand,
four of the genes had ≥2-fold increased expression

against WBPH with no change against BPH. These genes
were identified as thylakoid formation1- chloroplast
precursor, CBS domain containing protein; phosphoglyc-
erate mutase and a gene of unknown function,
BGIOSGA023232. In addition, of the remaining two
genes (BGIOSGA027084 and BGIOSGA011796), one is
proposed to be a patatin, recorded ≥2-fold down-
regulation against WBPH with no change against BPH.
Thus, it is evident from the current results that miRNAs
are targeting different sets of genes depending on
whether the plants were challenged by BPH or WBPH.

Fig. 5 Abundance of transcripts of pathways under cellular component in differential expression groups in TR3RR plants infested with either BPH
or WBPH. UPUP – upregulated against both BPH and WBPH; DNDN – down regulated against both BPH and WBPH; DNUP – down regulated
against BPH but upregulated against WBPH; UPDN- upregulated against BPH but down regulated against WBPH

Fig. 6 Abundance of transcripts of pathways under molecular function in differential expression groups in TR3RR plants infested with either BPH
or WBPH. UPUP – upregulated against both BPH and WBPH; DNDN – down regulated against both BPH and WBPH; DNUP – down regulated
against BPH but upregulated against WBPH; UPDN- upregulated against BPH but down regulated against WBPH
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Table 3 Changes in expression of selected miRNA targets in RIL TR3RR upon infestation with BPH or WBPH

miRNA ID Target gene
transcript ID

Fold change value for MSU Loc ID Description

BPH WBPH

miR399k BGIOSGA031778 2.5 NC ?

BGIOSGA010321 2.1 NC LOC_Os03g39740 Regulation of DNA replication

miR399g BGIOSGA002845 2.2 NC LOC_Os01g07100 Transport, proteasome assembly

miR393a BGIOSGA030203 2.1 NC ?

BGIOSGA016952 2.3 NC ?

miR7692-5p BGIOSGA006222 −2.2 NC LOC_Os02g35900 thioredoxin, putative,

miR2869 BGIOSGA023232 NC 2.1 ?

miR5791 BGIOSGA030810 NC 2.0 LOC_Os09g26190 CBS domain containing protein

BGIOSGA004148 NC 2.3 LOC_Os01g47190 phosphoglycerate mutase, putative

miR413 BGIOSGA024095 NC 2.1 LOC_Os07g37250 thylakoid formation1, chloroplast precursor

miR6245 BGIOSGA011796 NC −2.1 ? – Patatin

miR413 BGIOSGA27084 NC −2.2 ?

? Not listed in MSU Loc ID
NC No change in expression level

Fig. 7 Relative expression of selected 20 genes, using qRT-PCR, in five RILs challenged with either BPH or WBPH. Bars indicate mean ± SD. Labels
on the top indicate rice lines. Gene names with LOC numbers are provided
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Validation of DEGs through Reverse Transcription PCR
(RT-PCR)
In all, 27 DEGs were validated in five of the RILs
following infestation with either BPH or WBPH
(Table 2). In the first set, 20 genes were analyzed
through semi-quantitative RT-PCR (Fig. 7). In the

second set, 14 genes including seven covered in the
first set were validated through real time qRT-PCR
in these genotypes (Fig. 8). Five of the RILs selected
for the study included TR3RR, TR94RR, TR145RS,
TR152SR and TR24SS based on their performance
against the two planthoppers (Fig. 2). Expression of

Fig. 8 Relative expression of 14 selected genes, using real time qRT-PCR, in five RILs challenged with either BPH or WBPH. Bars indicate mean ±
SD. Labels on the top indicate rice lines. Gene names with LOC numbers are provided
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the target gene was monitored at two time points: 6
and 12 hai.
Of the 20 genes of the first set, 8 genes were selected

from the UPUP group of DEGs (Fig. 7, panels 1 to 8);
five genes each were from DNDN (Fig. 7, panels 9 to 13)
and DNUP groups (Fig. 7, panels 14 to 18); and two
genes from the UPDN group (Fig. 7, panels 19 & 20).
The real-time PCR results were generally in agreement
with RNA-seq data. Of the 8 genes in UPUP group, five
genes (B3 DNA binding domain containing protein, HSP
DnaJ protein-putative, aminotransferase domain con-
taining protein, emp24/gp25L/p24 family protein and
CutA, chloroplast precursor-putative) displayed distinct
upregulation (≥ 2 fold) in both TR3RR and TR94RR
against both BPH and WBPH; against BPH in TR145RS
and against WBPH in TR152SR at one or both the time
points (Fig. 7, panels 1 to 5). A similar trend was not dis-
tinctly observed for the remaining three genes (two un-
defined protein expressing genes on chromosomes 6 & 9
of rice and a plant-specific domain TIGR01589 contain-
ing protein coding gene), though upregulation was noted
in TR3RR line against both BPH and WBPH.
All the five genes from the DNDN group displayed ei-

ther down regulation or low levels (< 2-fold) of induction
in four of the RILs against both BPH and WBPH. Inter-
estingly, two of the genes (abscisic stress and ripening,
and glutathione S-transferase registered significant in-
duction (≥2- fold) in the susceptible TR24SS in 3 of 4 in-
stances against both BPH and WBPH suggesting their
possible role in susceptibility against the planthoppers.
Five genes representing the DNUP group showed upreg-
ulation (≥ 2-fold) only against WBPH in three of the re-
sistant test RILs (TR3RR, TR94RR and TR152SR), but
not in the susceptible TR145RS and TR24SS. These
genes displayed either down regulation or mild induc-
tion (< 2-fold) in all the RILs when infested with BPH.
Only two genes (growth regulating factor protein and
centromere protein coding genes) displayed threshold
level of upregulation only against BPH in three of the re-
sistant RILs (TR3RR, TR94RR and TR145RS). Thus, it
was evident that despite 13 of the genes showing com-
mon response against BPH and WBPH with either in-
duction or suppression, seven of the genes displayed
differential response against BPH as versus WBPH.
Fourteen of the DEGs, as revealed by the RNA-seq

analysis, were re-validated through quantitative real time
RT-PCR. Three genes from UPUP group were re-
analysed. Two of the genes (B3 DNA binding domain
and heat shock protein DnaJ) showed similar expression
as that observed in the first set (Fig. 8, panel 1 & 2). The
third gene, aminotransferase domain containing protein
did not show induction in one of the RILs, TR145RS,
against BPH (Fig. 8, panel 3). Thus, these three genes
represented common resistance pathways in rice RP2068

against both BPH and WBPH. The next set of six genes
represented DNDN response group against the
planthoppers. Three of these on re-analysis displayed
identical response pattern as that observed in the first
analysis using RT-PCR with either downregulation or
poor induction (< 2-fold) against both the planthoppers
(Fig. 8, panels 4 to 6). Unlike in the first set, glutathione
S-transferase did not show induction in the susceptible
TR24SS. But peroxidase precursor gene displayed some
instances of induction in this line as also observed in the
first set of RT-PCR analyses. The other three genes of
the group (cytochrome P450-putative, Os9bglu30 - beta-
glucosidase and SCP-like extracellular protein) also dis-
played either down-regulation or poor induction in all
the test RILs with some instances of induction in
TR24SS (Fig. 8, panels 7 to 9). Response of one of the
two isoflavone reductase genes (LOC_Os01g01650.1)
was re-tested in DNUP group and the results obtained
were similar to those observed in the first set. Two more
genes tested under this group (OsSAUR19 - Auxin-
responsive SAUR gene family member- expressed and
MYB-like DNA-binding domain containing protein - pu-
tative) showed distinct induction against WBPH but
low-level induction (< 2-fold) or down-regulation against
BPH in the resistant RILs (Fig. 8, panels 10–12). Signifi-
cantly, these two genes were also noted to be induced
under compatible interaction between the susceptible
TR142RS and WBPH suggesting induction to be not dir-
ectly related to resistance among the lines tested. Only
one of the genes tested (MYB family transcription fac-
tor- putative) displayed distinct up-regulation under in-
compatible interactions between resistant RILs (TR3RR,
TR94RR and TR145RS) and BPH but not against
WBPH. Overall results of RT-PCR further highlighted
differential resistance mechanism in RP2068 against
BPH and WBPH.
Further, pathway analysis of these key 27 genes under

four groups revealed major processes involving two or
more of them (Supplementary Fig. S2). Trehalose bio-
synthetic pathway and oxidation-reduction pathway
were significantly upregulated in plants under attack by
either of the planthoppers and these were mediated by
three of the key genes. Proline transport, methylation
and protein processing and transport process were en-
hanced by two of the key genes. In contrast, pathways
responsible for unsaturated fatty acid and glucosinolate
biosynthetic process, proteolysis, cytokinesis by cell plate
formation, response to oxidative stress and induced sys-
temic resistance were down-regulated through the in-
volvement of expression of two to four of the eight key
genes in DNDN group. Significantly, pathways related to
defense against bacteria and fungi, response to UV,
oxidation-reduction, photosynthesis, regulation of tran-
scription, oligo-peptide transport were the principal
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processes up-regulated by two to four of the eight key
genes (DNUP group) in plants following infestation with
WBPH, but not BPH. One of the two isoflavone reduc-
tase genes (i.e. LOC_Os01g01650.1) was part of the
pathway responsible for photosynthesis and expression
of proteins. Only the MYB transcription factor family
gene (LOC_Os12g13570.1) was involved exclusively in
defense against BPH, but not against WBPH. Thus, it is
obvious from the results presented here that RP2068-
derived plants respond differently against the challenge
by BPH and WBPH.

Discussion
The insect pest complex of rice has representations from
several feeding guilds, and these include defoliators, tis-
sue borers, gall formers, phloem feeders and several
others. Each of these categories is represented by mul-
tiple species which are largely sympatric, occurring to-
gether at the same time and place, with exception being
the Asian and African gall midges (Orseolia oryzae; O.
oryzivora); rice green leafhopper and green rice leafhop-
pers (Nephottetix virescens; N. cincticeps) which are
parapatric, with discrete geographic distribution. Among
the sympatric species, members differ in their host range
adaptation. Monophagous yellow stem borer (Scirpo-
phaga incertulas) coexists with oligophagous striped
stem borer (Chilo suppressalis) and polyphagous pink
stem borer (Sesamia inferens). Monophagous BPH
shares space with oligophagous WBPH and polyphagous
small brown planthopper- (Laodelphax striatellus;
https://www.plantwise.org/KnowledgeBank). Many stud-
ies have been conducted to understand interspecific in-
teractions that results in mutual survival of the
sympatric species (Cheng et al. 2001; Horgan et al.
2020). However, focused studies on how rice plant de-
ploys different defense strategies against these sympatric
planthopper species are not available. Information gath-
ered through such studies will have valuable implications
in pest management.
There have been several studies on understanding

morphological, anatomical, physiological, biochemical
and molecular basis of insect resistance in rice (see Du
et al. 2020). One approach for these studies is based on
forward genetics - with genetic characterization of resist-
ance (R) genes, map-based cloning and understanding
the function of these cloned genes. The other approach
is reverse genetics- with analysis of genome wide gene
expression of a set of resistant and susceptible varieties
with appropriate controls and then observing and fol-
lowing the response of key genes to insect infestation.
However, these two approaches are yet to converge and
provide a vivid and comprehensive understanding of the
diverse facets of insect resistance. At the outset, it is
clear now that resistance in plants against chewing and

tissue feeders involves JA (jasmonic acid)-mediated mo-
lecular pathways as compared to SA (salicylic acid)-me-
diated resistance that is deployed against sap sucking
and gall forming pests (Baldwin and Preston 1999; Howe
and Jander 2008; Wu and Baldwin 2010; Bentur et al.
2016). In the current study, omics tools have been
employed to investigate molecular pathways triggered or
suppressed in rice genotypes when challenged by BPH
and WBPH to identify differences and commonality in
defense pathways in rice against these planthoppers.
Rice line RP2068-18-3-5 (RP2068), derived from the

cross between an elite cultivar Swarnadhan and the land
race Velluthachera, is resistant to gall midge, BPH and
WBPH like the parent land race (Bentur et al. 2011). A
mapping population consisting of advanced generation
RILs from TN1 X RP2068 cross has been used to tag
and map the gall midge resistance gene gm3 (Sama et al.
2014) and a BPH resistance gene Bph33 (Naik et al.
2018). Evaluation of this mapping population against
both BPH and WBPH indicated that resistance to the
two planthoppers is independent of each other (Table 1)
and resistance level against WBPH is slightly lower than
that against BPH (Fig. 1). Based on the performance in
four phenotypic tests, five RILs with varying degrees of
resistance against BPH and WBPH (Fig. 2) but with a
high level of genetic similarity (Supplementary Table S1)
were selected for further studies. RNA-seq technique
was adopted to follow differentially expressed genes
(DEGs) in one of the selected RILs TR3RR following in-
festation with either BPH or WBPH with RNA samples
pooled for two time points 6 and 12 hai. Analysis of data
revealed larger number of DEGs to be down-regulated
as compared to the number of DEGs upregulated (Fig.
3). A similar trend was noted in BPH susceptible WT
(Nipponbare) plants during early stage of BPH feeding
(Tan et al. 2020). But in a transgenic line of the same
cultivar with Bph6 gene (BPH6G) this trend was re-
versed. This difference is attributed to switching off of
primary metabolism related activities in the plant to
switch on defense related secondary metabolism and
energy partitioning between the two (Guo et al.
2018). Significantly, higher number of DEGs were
down regulated (5540) during interaction with BPH
than with WBPH (4402) in TR3RR plant suggesting
lower metabolic stress load. Further, Gene Ontology
(GO) analysis of the DEGs pooled under four groups
(UPUP, DNDN, UPDN, DNUP) also showed a pre-
dominance of down-regulated transcripts (Figs. 4a, 5a,
6a). Significantly, a small number of GO clusters rep-
resented differential response of the plant to the two
planthopper infestations. While cell cycle, DNA repair
related clusters were upregulated only against BPH,
photosynthesis, protein synthesis and transport related
genes were up-regulated only against WBPH under
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three GO groups (Figs. 4, 5). Thus, it appears that
the plant is responding to BPH infestation at a higher
order of resistance reaction where it is attempting to
shut down several of the metabolic pathways com-
pared with the situation when it is infested with
WBPH where far fewer genes are down-regulated
(Fig. 3) and in a manner more akin to a compensa-
tory or tolerance mode of resistance reaction.
The role of micro RNA (miRNA) in modulation of

BPH resistance in rice has become the focus of recent
studies (Dai et al. 2019; Tan et al. 2020). Negative con-
trol of a growth regulation factor gene (OsGRF8) by
OsmiR396 resulting in reduced expression of a key gene,
OsF3H, in the flavonoid pathway led to BPH susceptibil-
ity in rice ZH11 (Dai et al. 2019). In the current study,
two of the five DEGs selectively upregulated in TR3RR
against BPH, modulated respectively by OsmiR399k and
OsmiR399g, were involved in DNA regulation and repli-
cation, and in transport and proteasome assembly. Of
the four target genes selectively upregulated against
WBPH two were modulated by OsmiR5791. The CBS
domain containing gene Os09g26190 is reported to be
associated with zinc deficiency tolerance and is a mem-
ber of the network of genes related to photosynthesis,
chlorophyll biosynthesis and proteins of thylakoid
membrane (Lee et al. 2018). Another related gene
Os07g37250 was modulated by OsmiR413. Thus, em-
phasis here against WBPH is on enhancement in photo-
synthesis to compensate for the loss through insect
feeding. The only gene selectively down-regulated
against BPH and modulated by OsmiR7692-5p was cod-
ing a thioredoxin, putative, representing a major protein
in phloem sap (Ishiwatari et al. 1995) on which
planthoppers feed. Similarly, two uncharacterized genes
were selectively down-regulated against WBPH and
modulated by OsmiR6345 and OsmiR413. One of these
is suggested to code for Patatin, a member of phosphor
lipase A family and considered inhibitory for insect de-
velopment and growth (Strickland et al. 1995). These
three uniquely down-regulated genes suggest their nega-
tive role in expression of plant resistance; enhancing
antibiosis effects against BPH through lowering levels of
thioredoxin in phloem sap; and suppressing such effects
against WBPH through lowering levels of Patatin. Im-
portantly, the diversity in resistance mechanisms against
the two planthoppers, is obvious as evidenced by the
likely different roles of miRNAs play in gene regulation
during the interaction of rice and these pests.
Based on the validation (using qRT-PCR) of expression

of 27 shortlisted genes under four groups (UPUP,
DNDN, UPDN, DNUP) three genes were identified that
were upregulated against both the hoppers (Table 2,
Figs. 7 and 8) including a B3 DNA binding domain
containing protein coding gene (LOC_Os03g06850). Of

the several cloned BPH R genes, BPH29 (LOC_
Os06g01860), codes for a B3 domain protein (Wang
et al. 2015). Resistance conferred by this gene has been
shown to arise due to loss of function. In contrast,
LOC_Os03g06850 was significantly upregulated in the
resistant RILs against both BPH and WBPH. Heat shock
proteins (HSPs) are a family of proteins produced in re-
sponse to stress, some of them like DnaJ act as chap-
erons. HSP genes have been often implicated in BPH
resistance in rice (Wang et al. 2005; Wei et al. 2009;
Naik et al. 2018). In the present study another HSP DnaJ
gene responded against both the planthoppers. Other
commonly upregulated genes included aminotransferase
domain, emp24/gp25L/p24 protein associated with Golgi
function; CUTA protein associated with chloroplast;
plant specific TIGR01589 domain protein and two un-
defined expressed proteins. All these genes have not
been earlier reported to be involved in plant defense
against insects or pathogens.
Among the members of the DNDN group, two genes

cytochrome P450-putative and Peroxidase precursor dis-
played unique expression profiles in that both were
down-regulated in resistant RILs while these were up-
regulated in susceptible RILs against both the planthop-
pers. The rice genome is rich in members of the cyto-
chrome P450 super family (of 326 genes) with diverse
regulatory role (Wei and Chen 2018), and some of which
are implicated in BPH resistance in rice (Wei et al. 2009;
Tan et al. 2020). An increased activity of P450 74A2
gene was noted in both compatible and incompatible in-
teractions of resistant and susceptible NILs with BPH15
gene (Wei et al. 2009). Of the two cytochrome P450
genes, one was found to be induced during early BPH
feeding in transgenic line BPH6G while the other was
repressed (Tan et al. 2020). Three genes representing
peroxidase 12 precursor and two of peroxidase 2 precur-
sor were found up-regulated during both compatible
and incompatible interactions (Wei et al. 2009). But the
magnitude of induction was more in compatible inter-
action. Peroxidase precursor gene (Os01g73200) noted
in the present study was found to be induced during
compatible interaction (Fig. 8). Four of the five POX
genes were induced in susceptible lines against BPH
(Wei et al. 2009). These genes are involved in Jasmonic
Acid (JA) biosynthesis. Induction of JA pathway genes
during compatible interaction by the planthoppers may
be a counter defense strategy to suppress salicylic acid
(SA) pathway defense as reported for the pathogenic
fungi (Okada et al. 2015) and bacteria (Nomura et al.
2005). Glutathione S-transferase is another large family
in rice with 59 genes that have detoxifying function
against xenobiotics (Soranzo et al. 2004). Down-
regulation of two members of this gene family was noted
in rice lines with or without Bph15 gene during both
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compatible and incompatible interactions (Wei et al.
2009). Suppression of this gene is likely to represent an-
other counter defense strategy employed by the
planthoppers. Wang et al. (2005) noted up-regulation of
a member of 21-gene family of beta glucosidases during
resistance reaction in rice lines B5 (with Bph14 and
Bph15genes) and they speculated that this gene may be
involved in functions other than volatile emission.
MAP 3kinase gene family, of which STE_MEKK_ste11_
MAP3K.7 - STE kinase is a member, is reported to be
involved in rice resistance to BPH with down-regulation
of one of the members being reported by Wang et al.
(2005). Other genes in this DNDN category i.e. multi-
copper oxidase domain is reported to be involved in
conferring blast resistance in silicon-amended rice
(Brunings et al. 2009) while SCP like extra cellular pro-
tein is not reported to be involved in rice defense against
biotic stresses. Abscisic acid stress and ripening (ASR)
gene is a member of the transcription factor family
which altered expression of OsASR2, another member of
the family, and influenced rice resistance to bacterial
blight and sheath blight (Li et al. 2018).
Significantly, genes belonging to the groups UPDN

and DNUP revealed differential mechanisms. Two isofla-
vone reductase-like (IRL) genes on chromosome 1 and
10 were dramatically induced in resistant RILs only
against WBPH and not against BPH. IRLs of rice are not
true isoflavone reductases like those of legumes and do
not produce natural isoflavonoid products by acting on
the substrate 2-hydroxy isoflavonoids (Kim et al. 2003).
Nonetheless, IRLs are developmentally regulated or in-
duced by biotic or abiotic stresses such as rice blast.
Auxin-responsive SAURs, a 58-member RNA gene fam-
ily in rice (Jain et al. 2006), plays a role in auxin synthe-
sis and transport (Xu et al. 2017). The observation that
high level of induction of OsSAUR19 in plants against
WBPH, but not against BPH, may suggest suppression
of auxin pathways in the present study against BPH in-
festation. C3HC4-type zinc finger proteins represent one
of the largest groups of transcription factors in plants in-
volved in stress responses. A member of Dof zinc finger
family of transcription factors was differentially down-
regulated following BPH infestation (Yuan et al. 2005;
Wang et al. 2005) while another member - zinc finger
protein gene was upregulated (Li et al. 2016). In the
present study, LOC_Os06g23274 coding for Zinc finger,
C3HC4, domain protein was differentially expressed dis-
playing its selective role against WBPH. The other two
genes in this group: proton-dependent oligopeptide
transporter and CRAL/TRIO domain protein, besides an
undefined expressed protein, have not been earlier re-
ported to be involved in plant defense against insects or
pathogens. Interestingly, two of the MYB transcription
factor representing genes showed reciprocal response to

planthopper infestation. While Os12g13570.1 was up-
regulated against BPH and down-regulated against
WBPH, Os11g03440.1 with MYB-like DNA-binding
domain recorded down-regulation against BPH and up-
regulation against WBPH. The role of various transcrip-
tion factors in expression of BPH resistance in the rice
variety Rathu Heenati has been studied (Wang et al.
2012). In this study, most members of MYB family were
observed to be down regulated after BPH infestation,
suggesting these to be related to reduced photosynthesis
rate, stomatal conductance and transpiration rate. An-
other two genes coding for a growth regulatory factor
and a centromere protein were also observed to be up-
regulated against BPH and these were down-regulated
against WBPH. Dai et al. (2019) showed the link be-
tween miR396 and a growth regulating factor gene
OsGRF8 and a gene, OsF3H, involved in the flavonoid
biosynthetic pathway, to conclude that miR396 has
negative control of BPH resistance in the susceptible
genotype. Likewise, the growth regulatory factor gene,
LOC_Os03g47140, in the present study is being targeted
by miR396f (Wen et al. 2016) or miR396c-3p (Tan et al.
2020). However, transcripts of all the members of this
family of miR396 were more abundant in BPH-
challenged plants than in WBPH-challenged plants. The
centromere protein gene has not been reported associ-
ated with biotic stresses in plants as has been observed
in this study. Pathway analysis with the 27 key genes
(Supplementary Fig. S2) further supported the facts that
the response of RP2068 against WBPH was more com-
pensatory or tolerance in nature with increased photo-
synthesis and protein synthesis and transport in the
affected tissue while its response against BPH involved
the induction of several active defense pathways target-
ing antibiosis.

Conclusion
RNA-seq data generated from infested and control tis-
sues of TR3RR – a RIL derived from a cross between
susceptible TN1 rice and resistant RP2068 challenged
with BPH or WBPH – helped to identify the pathway
genes involved in resistance. Our results revealed that a
larger number of DEGs were down-regulated, in com-
parison to up-regulated DEGs, in plants following the
planthopper infestation. Identification of unique clusters
of GO groups responding exclusively to one of the hop-
pers suggested diversity in defense strategies adopted by
the plant against two different planthoppers from the
same feeding guild. Further, functional validation of the
selected 27 genes showed unique role of genes such as
IRL, a growth regulating factor (GRF) and two members
of MYB transcription factor family against one of the
planthoppers. This, to the best of our knowledge, is the
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first study to demonstrate the selective expression of rice
host genes upon attack from two major insect pests of
rice using genetically similar host material. Such studies
are not only important to dissect the plant responses to
different insect pests but information derived from such
studies are urgently required to consciously combine
relevant resistance strategies against both the planthop-
pers for their effective management.

Materials and Methods
Insects
Adults of both BPH and WBPH were collected from
farmers’ field in Nalgonda district of Telangana state,
India, during 2014–2015 and separate colonies were
established on TN1 rice in greenhouses at ABF, Hydera-
bad. Care was taken to prevent population admixture.
Nymphs or adults, arising from these populations reared
in the greenhouse, of specified age/stage were used for
the experiments.

Screening and Selection of Recombinant Inbred Lines
(RILs)
A previously developed mapping population (F14; 180
lines) (Sama et al. 2014) derived from a cross between
rice varieties TN1 and RP2068 (TR) was used in the
current study. All the 180 RILs were subjected to stand-
ard seedbox screening test (SSST), nymphal survival
(NS), nymphal preference (NP) and days to wilt (DW)
separately against BPH and WBPH.

Standard Seedbox Screening Test (SSST)
Degree of resistance, in terms of damage score, of par-
ents and F14 RILs was measured in standard seedbox
screening test (SSST). In this method the parents and
test lines were infested with 2nd instar BPH/WBPH
nymphs, on an average of 8–10 nymphs per seedling
10–12 days after sowing (Naik et al. 2018). The test lines
were arranged in a randomized complete block design
(RCBD) and replicated three times. Susceptible TN1 was
sown in two rows at the edge of box on both the sides
while the resistant check (PTB33 for BPH and MO1 for
WBPH) was sown in one row in the center. These plants
were observed for damage and scored as per the stand-
ard evaluation system (SES) for rice (IRRI 2013) on a
scale 0 to 9 when 90% of TN1 on both the rows were
dead in about 8 to 12 days after insect release. Each test
entry was scored by recording damage to each seedling;
subsequently, the score for each replication was averaged
and then the grand mean of the three replications was
derived for the entry. Entries with damage score 1 to 3
against BPH and with score 1 to 4 against WBPH for
rice were considered as resistant (as per SES) while those
with score ≥ 8.0 were treated as susceptible for this study
(Fig. 1).

Nymphal Survival (NS)
Nymphal survival was recorded on 30-day-old potted
test plants of the RILs along with the resistant RP2068
and the susceptible TN1 parents, and the resistant
checks PTB33 (BPH) or MO1 (WBPH). The plants were
raised in 500 ml plastic pots with puddled soil from rice
field which were randomized (RCBD) and then infested
with ten 1st or 2nd instar nymphs per plant covered
with a mylar film tube cage. Survival of the insects on
the plants was observed daily and number of surviving
nymphs was recorded until all surviving nymphs meta-
morphosed into adults. Three replications were main-
tained. Nymphal survival was expressed as percentage
and means. Entries with ≤60% survival against BPH and
WBPH were considered as resistant while those entries
with > 60% survival were described as susceptible. For
statistical comparison of means, values were transformed
into arc-sine values (Gomez and Gomez 1984).

Days to Wilt (DW)
The tolerance component of resistance was studied
using days to wilt test (Geethanjali et al. 2009). Briefly,
the test plants along with the parents and the resistant
checks were grown singly in 500 ml plastic pots. When
plants were 30 days old, pots were randomized and cov-
ered with mylar tube cages and infested with 50 1st or
2nd instar nymphs of BPH/WBPH. Plants were observed
daily. The day on which plant wilted completely was re-
corded. One pot represented a replication and the test
was replicated three times. Entries with plants surviving
more than 10 days were considered as resistant and
other entries were treated as susceptible.

Nymphal Preferences
Antixenosis or non-preference (of nymphs for settling
on seedlings) type of resistance mechanism was assessed
while conducting the standard seed box screening test
(Heinrichs et al. 1985). Planting of seedlings was con-
ducted in a similar way describe in SSST above. After
10-12 days of sowing, second instar nymphs of BPH/
WBPH were released on the seedlings on an average of
8–10 nymphs per seedling. Each seed box was covered
with a mylar film cage and was treated as a replication.
Number of nymphs on each seedling was counted 24
and 48 h after infestation. Percentage of insects settled
on each of the test entry was computed based on total
number of insects noted for each replication (box). En-
tries with ≤10% of nymphs settling on plants were con-
sidered as resistant and those with > 10% of nymphs as
susceptible. For statistical comparison of means, values
were transformed into arc-sine values (Gomez and
Gomez 1984). One-way ANOVA was performed on data
of each phenotypic test and means were separated by
HSD following Tukey and Kramer method (Tukey 1953)
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on MS Excel (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
N7mkI8_xxc4&feature=emb_logo).
Based on these tests, RILs showing RR (resistant to

BPH and WBPH), RS (resistant to BPH only), SR (resist-
ant to WBPH only) and SS (susceptible to both BPH
and WBPH) were identified (Table 1). From these, five
RILs with genetic similarity of ≥40%, based on screening
of these RILs using 137 polymorphic markers (Sama
et al. 2014; Naik et al. 2018; Sahu et al. unpublished),
were chosen for the study (Supplementary Table S1). Per-
formance of the selected RILs in each of the tests was
compared through paired t-test with equal variance and
one tailed distribution options (MS Excel, Office 365).

Sample Collection for RNA-Seq
In order to identify the pathway genes responsible for
conferring resistance to BPH and WBPH in RP2068, an
NGS protocol was used. RNA sequencing (RNA-seq),
was conducted with RIL TR3RR (resistant to both BPH
& WBPH). TR3RR seedlings were raised in nine 3 L
plastic bucket pots (6 seedlings/pot; 3 pots as uninfested
control, 3 pots infested with BPH and 3 pots infested
with WBPH). Fifteen days after sowing, the designated
pots were infested with 1st-2nd instar nymphs (5
nymphs for BPH and 10 nymphs for WBPH/plant).
Lower leaf sheath samples (from three individual plants/
pot) were collected for 3 biological replications at two
different time points: 6 and 12 h after infestation (hai).
Total RNA was isolated from these nine samples, includ-
ing uninfested control plants, using RNeasy plant mini
kit (Qiagen, Germany) as per the manufacturer’s guide-
lines. The RNA samples collected for each of the two
time points (6 hai and 12 hai) for each replication were
pooled prior to sequencing. RNA sequencing was carried
out by M/s Genotypic Technology Pvt. Ltd., Bengaluru,
India.

RNA Quality Control
The concentration and purity of the RNA was evaluated
using the Nanodrop Spectrophotometer (Thermo
Scientific 2000). The integrity of the extracted RNA was
analyzed on the Agilent Bioanalyzer 2200 (Agilent, CA,
USA) using the manufacturer’s protocols.

qRT-PCR
For validation studies using qRT-PCR, similar experi-
ment setup was repeated and in addition to TR3RR, four
additional RILs (TR94RR, TR145RS, TR152SR and
TR24SS) were included. Seedlings were raised in 3 L
plastic bucket pots and 15 days after sowing they were
infested with 1st-2nd instar nymphs of BPH or WBPH.
Leaf sheath samples were collected from 3 replications
of control and infested plants at two different time
points: 6 and 12 hai. RNA isolation and cDNA synthesis

were carried out following standard protocols (Biorad,
USA). Twenty-seven genes were selected and validated;
first 20 genes using semi-quantitative RT-PCR and 14
genes (including seven of the earlier set) were selected
for real time quantitative RT-PCR (Table 2). Of the 27
genes selected for validation, eight genes each were from
UPUP (noted to be upregulated during both BPH and
WBPH infestation), DNDN (down regulated against
both the planthoppers) and DNUP groups while three
genes were from UPDN group, as revealed by the RNA-
seq data (Table 2).

Library Preparation and Sequencing
RNA sequencing libraries were prepared with Illumina-
compatible NEBNext Ultra Directional RNA Library Prep
Kit for Illumina (New England BioLabs, MA, USA) at M/s
Genotypic Technology Pvt. Ltd., Bengaluru, India.
One μg of total RNA was taken for mRNA isolation,

fragmentation and priming. Fragmented and primed
mRNA was further subjected to first strand cDNA syn-
thesis in the presence of Actinomycin D (Gibco, life
technologies, CA, USA) followed by second strand syn-
thesis. The double stranded cDNA was purified using
HighPrep magnetic beads (Magbio Genomics Inc., USA).
Purified double-stranded cDNA was end-repaired, ade-
nylated and ligated to Illumina multiplex barcode
adapters as per manufacturer’s protocol.
Illumina Universal Adapters were used in the study.

Adapter-ligated cDNA was purified using HighPrep
magnetic beads and was subjected to 14 cycles of
Indexing-PCR (37 °C for 15mins followed by denatur-
ation at 98 °C for 30 s, cycling (98 °C for 10s, 65 °C for
75 s) and 65 °C for 5mins) to enrich the adapter-ligated
fragments. The final PCR product (sequencing library)
was purified with HighPrep magnetic beads, followed by
library quality control check. Illumina-compatible se-
quencing libraries were quantified by Qubit fluorometer
(Thermo Fisher Scientific, MA, USA) and its fragment
size distribution were analyzed on Agilent 2200 Tape
station. The libraries were sequenced by using Illumina
HiSeq 4000 sequencer (Illumina, San Diego, USA) for 2
X 150 paired-end chemistry following manufacturer’s
procedure.

Tool Description
Analysis pipeline and the different software used for ana-
lyzing the raw sequencing data obtained from the HiSeq
sequencer were as follows:

Quality Check
The raw data generated was quality-checked using
FastQC. Reads were preprocessed to remove the adapter
sequences and removal of the low-quality bases (<q30).
Pre-processing of the data was done with Cutadapt
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(Martin 2011). HISAT-2, which is a splice aligner, was
used to align the high-quality data to the reference gen-
ome with the default parameters (Kim et al. 2015).

Transcript Abundance Estimate
Cufflinks4 was used to estimate and calculate transcript
abundance (Trapnell et al. 2010). The output from the
analysis resulted in normalized read counts in the form
of FPKM values. FPKM is a unit of measuring gene/tran-
script expression (Fragments Per Kilobase of transcript
per Million mapped reads).

Genome Mapping
All the processed reads were aligned to the Oryza sativa
indica genome downloaded from the EnsemblPlants
database. An average of 44.93% of the reads were aligned
to the reference genome. The alignment (BAM) files
were viewed and inspected in standard genome viewer
IGV browser (Thorvaldsdóttir et al. 2013).

Transcript Identification and Quantification
Transcripts were identified and quantified based on
aligned reads. Transcript expression were generated
through cufflinks. On an average 23,466 transcripts were
expressed across all samples. Compiled expression pro-
file at transcript level has been represented in form of
FPKM Matrix [GT_SO_8261_Read_Count_Matrix.xlsx
or Table S2].

Transcript Assembly
Cufflinks-2.2.1 was used to assemble transcripts, esti-
mate their abundances, and test for differential expres-
sion and regulation in RNA-Seq samples and to estimate
the relative abundance of these transcripts based on read
distribution support while accounting for biases in li-
brary preparation protocols (Trapnell et al. 2010).
After mapping the sequences to the reference genome,

the mapped files, as provided by Cufflink-2.2.1 software,
was used to generate a transcriptome assembly. These
assemblies were merged using the Cuffmerge, option
which is included with in the Cufflinks package (Trap-
nell et al. 2010). The resulting alignment (in BAM file
format) was used to generate transcript annotations
(GTF format) using default Cufflinks parameters. This
merged assembly provided a uniform basis for calculat-
ing gene and transcript expression under each treatment.
The merged assembly was next analysed by Cuffdiff 4 to
calculate expression levels and assign statistical signifi-
cance to observed changes in expression levels (Trapnell
et al. 2012).

Differential Expression Analysis
Cuffdiff4 was used to calculate the differentially
expressed transcripts and categorize them into UP-,

Down- and Neutrally regulated transcripts based on the
log2fold change value at P ≤ 0.05 (Trapnell et al. 2012).
Group-wise comparisons were performed to identify dif-
ferentially regulated transcripts between two treatments.
The transcripts that showed a log2fold change value less
than − 1 were categorized as down regulated; those with
greater than 1 were categorized as upregulated and ones
with the log2fold change values between − 1 to 1 were
categorized as neutrally regulated.

Gene Ontology (GO) and Pathway Analysis
For each transcript, gene ontologies were downloaded
from ensembl biomart database (https://www.ensembl.
org/biomart/martview). These GO were mapped to the
differentially expressed transcripts/genes (DEG). Next,
pathways for each gene were obtained from multiple
database such as KEGG pathways and biomart and the
compiled pathways for each gene were mapped to the
DEGs.

MapMan
Functional annotation and metabolic pathway analysis
were performed using MapMan (Thimm et al. 2004;
Usadel et al. 2005). MapMan was also used to identify
the functional categories associated with a set of se-
quences (e.g., differentially expressed) and to find the
metabolic pathways or other cellular functions up- or
down-regulated as revealed by the RNA-seq data.
Functional classification in the mapping file (X4.2_
Oryza_indica) that structures the rice gene from an
TIGR into distinct metabolic and cellular processes from
the MapMan program was used. Differentially expressed
rice genes were functionally annotated by performing
Basic Local Alignment Search Tool (BLAST) alignment
against the TIGR database. MapMan software was
employed to show the differences in gene expression in
different cellular and metabolic process. Ratios were
expressed in a log2 scale for importing into the software
and changes in expression were displayed via a false
color code.

In Silico Analysis for miRNAs
The raw sequence data obtained for both control and
infested samples (BPH and WBPH) were used as input
for psRNATarget software (http://plantgrn.noble.org/
psRNATarget/) to predict plant small RNA targets using
default parameters. The miRNA precursors/miRNAs se-
quence of rice in the miRBase 21.0 (http://www.mirbase.
org/search.shtml) database was used to identify the ma-
ture sequences and the families of miRNAs to which it
belongs. The miRNA sequences were used as input in
RNA fold database (http://rna.tbi.univie.ac.at/) to predict
their secondary structure.
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Mature rice miRNA sequences for these families was
downloaded from miRbase (http://www.mirbase.org/cgi-
bin/mirna_entry.pl) and the sequence and BLAST ana-
lyses (Ref) was performed against indica rice genome
(http://plants.ensembl.org/Oryza_indica/Tools/Blast/).
Genes listed as overlapping/homologous with the refer-
ence sequence were considered as the target genes. Net,
expression profiles of these genes in our mRNA library
were obtained and MSU japonica locus Ids and the pu-
tative nature and function of the genes were identified
(http://rice.hzau.edu.cn/cgi-bin/rice2/id_mapping_rs2).

In Silico Pathway Analysis
We performed network analysis using RiceNet v2
(Lee et al. 2018). All the 27 genes were queried sep-
arately in four groups (Table 2) under gene
prioritization based on context associated hubs for
discerning whether any of the major networks were
invoked as defined by the representative genes in
these four groups. Pathways involving two or more of
the queried genes were identified.

Semi-Quantitative PCR
The transcriptome analysis results were further validated
via semi-quantitative reverse transcription polymerase
chain reaction (RT-PCR) with two types of samples: (i)
the same RNA samples that were used for RNA-seq ana-
lysis and (ii) newly isolated RNA samples from inde-
pendent infestation. About 3 μg of RNA was used for
first-strand cDNA synthesis using the iScript cDNA syn-
thesis kit (Bio-Rad, USA) following the manufacturer’s
guidelines. Gene-specific primers for the RT-PCR were
designed using Primer3 Software (https://bioinfo.ut.ee/
primer3-0.4.0) (Supplementay Table S3). The PCR mix
contained 30 ng of cDNA, 0.5 μM primers (forward and
reverse each), 200 μM each of the dNTPs, 1 Unit of Taq
polymerase and Taq buffer (Bangalore Genei Pvt. Ltd.,
India). The optimum PCR conditions including cycle
number and cDNA amounts were standardized for each
gene separately. The PCR, products were run on 1.5%
agarose gel at 90 V for 1 h. and the agarose gels were
documented using the Alpha Imager EP system (Cell
Biosciences, USA). The captured images were analyzed
using ImageJ software (Schneider et al. 2012). Twenty
genes were analyzed (Fig. 7) with rice ubiquitin (GenBank
accession number AK059694) as a reference gene for
normalization and the fold change values were calculated
between the relative expression values (REVs) of infested
and control plants. One-way ANOVA was performed on
fold change value data for each gene against specific
planthopper and time point and means were separated by
HSD following Tukey and Kramer method (Tukey 1953)
on MS Excel (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N7mkI8_
xxc4&feature=emb_logo). Negative values were expressed

as decimal fraction for analysis. Results are expressed as a
graph constructed based on the log (2) values of the fold
change using MS Excel (Supplementary Table S4, Fig. 7).

Quantitative RT-PCR
Real time RT-PCR was performed using CFX96 Real
Time PCR System with the SYBR green chemistry
(Bio-Rad, USA) according to the manufacturer’s in-
structions. Rice ubiquitin gene, OsUbq (GenBank ac-
cession no. AK059694), was used as the endogenous
control. Real Time PCR reaction volume of 10 μl
contained 5 μl SYBR Green PCR Master Mix (Bio-
Rad, USA), 500 nM each of forward and reverse
primers and 30 ng of the cDNA samples. To calculate
mean relative expression levels, cDNAs from three
independent biological samples in two technical rep-
lications each were used. PCR was initiated with de-
naturation at 95 °C for 5 min followed by 40 cycles of
denaturation at 95 °C for 10s and annealing and ex-
tension at 60 °C for 30s. After 40 cycles, a melt curve
analysis was carried out to determine the specificity
of the reaction. After normalization, quantity of each
mRNA was calculated from the threshold points
(CT) located in the log-linear range. The data from
different PCR runs or cDNA samples were compared
by using the mean of CT values of the three bio-
logical replicates that was normalized to the mean of
CT values of the endogenous gene. The relative
standard curve method was used for the quantifica-
tion of mRNA levels and displayed as Relative Ex-
pression Values (REV). Expression ratios were
calculated using the 2–ΔΔCt method (Livak and
Schmittgen 2001). The data were analyzed using the
Bio-Rad CFX Manager 3.1 Software (Bio-Rad, USA)
with default baseline and threshold. Relative tran-
scription levels are presented graphically. In all ex-
pression of 14 identified genes were validated in leaf
sheath tissues of the plants (exposed to BPH or
WBPH), separately for each time point. Results are
presented as mean ± SD of relative expression in
comparison with corresponding uninfested control
sample. One-way ANOVA was performed on fold
change value data for each gene against specific
planthopper and time point and means were
separated by HSD following Tukey and Kramer
method (Tukey 1953) on MS Excel (https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=N7mkI8_xxc4&feature=emb_
logo). Negative values were expressed as decimal fraction
for analysis. (Supplementary Table S5, Fig. 8).

Data Availability
The sequence data (raw data) generated in this study
has been deposited at NCBI Sequence Read Archive
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(SRA) database (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sra). The Bioproject
accession number for Molecular basis of differential resist-
ance in rice line RP2068-18-3-5 against BPH and WBPH is
PRJNA577384, and SRA experimental accession numbers
are SRR10394603, SRR10394602, SRR10394598, SRR
10394601, SRR10394600, SRR10394597, SRR10394599,
SRR10394596 and SRR10394595.
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